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Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) has recently drawn considerable attention in brain 
tissue analysis. [1-3]. CLEM has a great potential in neuronal microcircuit analysis in large part due to 
its ability to couple information about the past behavior of synapses and structures with the detailed 
information about the structures of the same neuronal elements that can be obtained using electron 
microscopy (EM) [4-8]. For instance, in vivo imaging of individual pyramidal neurons with two-photon 
excitation fluorescence microscopy over various time scales identifies dynamic subpopulations of 
dendritic spines and excitatory/inhibitory synapses for detailed analysis via EM [4,5]. Accurately 
correlating these two image sets captured by different microscopes can provide additional data in 
neuronal microcircuit analysis by leveraging the strengths of both approaches. 
 

Here, using large-volume spectrally resolved two-photon microscopy, we simultaneously 
monitored inhibitory/excitatory synapses and dendritic spines at daily intervals in vivo across the 
dendritic arbor of individual L2/3 pyramidal neurons in the adult mouse binocular visual cortex. In vivo 
triple color imaging of eYFP-labeled neuronal morphology, PSD95-mCherry to mark excitatory 
synapses, and Teal-gephyrin to mark inhibitory synapses was performed through a cranial window with 
a custom built two-photon microscope. All three fluorophores were simultaneously excited using two 
excitation wavelengths, and their emissions spectrally separated and collected with three photomultiplier 
tubes (PMT). Bleed-through photons, due to overlapping emission spectra, were reassigned to their 
appropriate color channel by post-hoc spectral linear un-mixing. To monitor synapse dynamics, neurons 
were imaged 9 times at 24-hour intervals, across a 200x200x200 µm volume capturing the entire 
dendritic arbor at 250nm/pixel XY and 0.9 µm/frame Z-resolution. Triple-labeled neurons showed clear 
arbor morphology with distinct resolution of dendritic spines, Teal-gephyrin puncta, and PSD-95-
mCherry puncta. We found that inhibitory synapses on dendritic spines are exceptionally dynamic as 
compared to other synaptic populations. In contrast to these inhibitory synapses on dually innervated 
spines, excitatory synapses on the same spines, as well as the spines themselves were extremely stable.  

 
To demonstrate that Teal-gephyrin and PSD-95-mCherry puncta visualized in vivo correspond to 

inhibitory and excitatory synapses, respectively, we did CLEM analysis of two long pyramidal cell 
dendritic segments with FIB/SEM (Hitachi MI-4000L, Tokyo, Japan) after the in vivo imaging. Cortical 
sections of 50 µm thickness were cut tangentially to the cortical surface and the neuronal profiles were 
DAB stained with immunohistochemistry using antiserum against eGFP [4,5]. The dendritic segments 
were imaged serially using the “Multi Cut & See” function of the Hitachi MI-4000L [9] which captures 
the image of the long dendrites efficiently using a mosaic comprised of 7 imaging frames (Fig 1). The 
each frame was composed of 1183-1641 serial images of 2k by 2k image size, 5 nm pixel size, 12 nm z-
step. The milled block surface was about 100 µm depth by 75 µm width from the side of the block. The 



total acquiring time was about 7 days. The electron microscopic observation revealed that all Teal-
gephyrin and PSD-95-mCherry puncta visualized on the last imaging session in vivo correspond to 
symmetric (inhibitory) and asymmetric (excitatory) synapses, respectively, with no false positives. Some 
very small or newly formed excitatory synapses were seen by EM but not observed with PSD-95-
mCherry in vivo, potentially due to the presence of MAGUKs other than PSD95. In agreement with our 
previous findings [4]. Teal-gephyrin puncta on the final imaging session proved a faithful marker of 
symmetric synaptic presence. Thus, CLEM analysis demonstrates that addition and elimination of the 
inhibitory synaptic marker gephyrin, as seen by two-photon imaging, represents inhibitory synapse 
formation and elimination. On the other hand, the excitatory synaptic marker PSD95 imaged in vivo 
represent emergence of mature excitatory synapses. New excitatory synapses detected by CLEM may 
need in vivo tracking by synaptic markers other than PSD95. 

 
Fig 1, Correlation study of LMG and 

EMG using FIB/SEM 
eYFP labeled dendrite (red) with synaptic 

markers (yellow and green) in superficial layer 
of mouse in vivo visual cortex. B. The light 
micrograph of DAB stained dendritic segments 
shown in A. C. Light micrograph of trimmed 
block for serial EMGs imaging. Area in yellow 
rectangle is equivalent image in B. D. Electron 
micrograph in lower magnification showing the 
same block in C. Crossed lines and marker dots 
were carved on the block surface with FIB as 
landmarks to identify ROI. E. Hitachi 
FIB/SEM MI-4000L. F. Surface block SEM 
image showing the ROI area underlying the 
stained dendrite shown in B. The dendritic 
segments were captured in 7 square images 
shown in rectangles. G. Dendritic segments 
(green) reconstructed from serial EMGs, which 
is shown in A-C. 
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